
The Simpsons 

Little Tree house of horrors 2000 
: Scene opens in the Simpson kitchen: 

Bart: Aww why the hell do have to dress like a boy band 
member? 

Marge: because Boy Bands are all the rage nowadays. They 
still say rage right Bart? 

Bart: Yes, but I wanna be dressed as the crypt keeper! 

Homer: so you wanna be the crypt keeper eh, boy? 

Bart: YEAH ! 

Homer: follow me... 

:So Bart Follows Homer with his Crypt Keeper mask down 
to the attic: 

Bart: Um... Homer? what are we doing in the attic? 

:Homer reveals his true identity: 

Crypt Keeper: you said u wanted to be the Crypt Keeper 
Bart.... 

Bart: AAHHH!!! 

:Bart tries to run upstairs but to no avail as a rotting corpse 
of Millhouse blocks him: 



Millhouse: Oh Bart......We ’ ve been waiting for a new 
‘Keeper..(arm falls off) 

Bart: Millhouse, sorry ‘bout this but... 

:Bart rips Millhouses head off, Millhouses body chases 
after it: 

Bart: Mom help!!!! 

Marge: What’s wrong Bart? 

Bart: Homer was replaced by the Crypt Keeper!! 

Marge: I know.... 

Bart: Huh!? 

Marge: Who do you think came up with the idea? 

:Reveals Homer‘s Blood stained head: 

Bart: Mom!? Y-you killed dad!? 

Marge: Well, DUH! You try living with a lazy ogre for 
eleven years and not kill him.... 

:Bart runs out of the house with Marge following with a 
Knife: 

Marge: I made you a nice Afghan body bag.... 

:Bart Trips on the Crypt keeper mask he dropped: 

Bart: D’oh! this damn mask has been nothing but trouble! I 
wish I had been dressed as a boy band member...  



:N*sync runs away From an angry Mob of Teen Boys: 

Bart: Uhh...Never mind. 

:Bart is Caught By Marge, Zombie Millhouse, and the 
Crypt Keeper: 

Crypt Keeper: End of the line Bart..... 

:Marge with knife: YESS....end of the line.... 

:Millhouse rips off Bart’s head: 

Millhouse: how do you like it Bart!? 

:Bart Wakes up in a crypt: 

Bart: Huh? 

:looks into a dirty mirror and sees he has three heads in 
addition to his other they are, The Charred remains of 
Frank Grimes‘ head, Maude Flanders, and Snowball 1: 

Grimes: Hiya Bart, see you’ve come to... 

Maude: Yes Bart You’ re Just in time for church.... 

Snowball 1 :MEOW!!! 

:BART DIES IN FRIGHT: 

:Crypt keeper laughs: 

THE END 
 


